Abstract-The digital fountain is a network encoding technology of an essentially infinite of encoded symbols, and LT codes is a class of codes that are useful in implementing an ideal digital fountain. Based on analysis of existing LT decoding algorithm, an improved method is proposed. At each encoded symbol arrivals, the new method performs both the triangular and backsubstitution steps of Gaussian elimination on the fly, thus distributing the decoding work during all symbols reception and obtaining a short delay.
INTRODUCTION
The erasure channel is a good network-layer model for several packets transmission scenarios. Common techniques to deal with erasures is to use forward error control codes or adopt automatic repeat-request protocols. Recently digital fountain has attracted much attention in the research community [1, 2] . The digital fountain is a network encoding technology of an essentially infinite of encoded symbols, and LT codes is a class of codes that are useful in implementing an ideal digital fountain. In this paper, we investigate decoding schemes for LT codes and show that a proposed decoding scheme improves on the delay to obtain the decoding results. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief introduction to LT codes. Section 3 then proposes an improved decoding method for LT codes and analyze its performance through simulation. Section 4 gives conclusions of this paper.
II. LT CODES
The basic symbols of LT codes can be packets containing any bits, and the basic symbol operations include symbol copy and bit-wise sum (modulo 2 Repeat (1) until all the source symbols are determined.
The probability distribution     of the degree is a critical part of LT codes. The objective of designing degree distributions is to meet the following two goals: 1) as few encoded symbols as possible on average are required to ensure complete recovery of the source symbols; 2) the average degree of the encoded symbols is as low as possible. The average degree is the number of symbol operations on average it takes to generate an encoded symbol, and the average degree times the number of encoded symbols is the number of symbol operations on average it takes to recover the entire source symbols. The degree distribution used to form LT codes, the robust soliton distribution, is constructed such that the decoder can recover K source symbols from slightly more than K encoded symbols with high probability. 
is a normalizing constant, and
The parameter R represents the average number of degree-one encoded symbols and is defined as [3, 4] showed that, for a suitably chosen value of c (independent of K and  ), the decoder can recover the source symbols from N encoded symbols with failure probability at most  , where N is given by
, which goes to K with increasing K .
For erasure channel, Maximum Likelihood (ML) decoding of linear codes is equivalent to solve system of linear equations, where Gaussian elimination (GE) is used for as usual. GE decoding for LT codes requires quadratic-time decoding complexity compared to linear-time decoding complexity of BP decoding. But for small number of source symbols K , GE decoding could be used. There are two efficient versions of GE decoding in practice: Incremental Gaussian Elimination decoding [5] and On the Fly Gaussian Elimination (OFG) decoding [6] . GE decoding consists of two steps: triangular step and back-substitution step. OFG decoding distributes the triangular step during all packets reception, thus obtains a shorter actual decoding time. OFG decoding of LT codes is as follows: In OFG decoding, the coefficient matrix G is kept sparse using a swap heuristic in (ii) of step (2), which decrease the computation of the back-substitution step.
III. IMPROVED DECODING METHODS FOR LT CODES

A. On the Fly BP Decoding Method
OFG computational effort is distributed on all symbols reception. This feature turns out to be of paramount importance when taking into account the symbols reception delay. In this section, we indicate that BP decoding is also a GE-like method, then we propose on the fly BP decoding and analyze its performance through simulation. It can be seen that BP decoding is the back-substitution step of GE decoding, except that G is not required to be an upper triangular matrix. The robust soliton distribution guarantee that this simple and efficient method can complete decoding.
BP decoding can also work on the fly: upon receiving an encoded symbol, firstly substitute the decoded symbols according to its coefficient vector and modify the coefficient vector; if the coefficient vector contains only one 1 , start BP decoding, else receive and process the next encoded symbol. 
 
. It can be noted that the computation of OFG decoding goes up with the number of received encoded symbols since the number of empty rows of coefficient matrix G reduces. When the number of received encoded symbols is larger than 1000 , the computation of OFG decoding saturates due to the execution of the back-substitution step (in the simulation, at most 4000 symbol operations can be performed in every symbol interval, which represents the restriction of the decoder's computational ability. The exceeded operations will be performed in the next symbol interval). We also observe that on the fly BP decoding spend almost all the computations after the required number of encoded symbols has been received, as the degree-one encoded symbol of robust soliton distribution is scarce.
B. Improved OFG Decoding Method
OFG decoding performs the triangular step of Gaussian Elimination on the fly, and on the fly BP decoding performs the back-substitution step during all symbols reception. In this section, we propose an improved method by combining both of them, and show simulation results of OFG decoding and the improved one.
The improved OFG decoding works as follows: upon receiving an encoded symbol, firstly substitute the decoded symbols according to its coefficient vector and modify the coefficient vector; then execute OFG decoding; at last, examine the coefficient matrix, if there is an encoded symbol of degree-one, start BP decoding, else receive and process the next encoded symbol. Fig. 2 shows the number of symbol operations for OFG decoding and the improved one vs the number of received encoded symbols, where the parameters of the LT code are the same as those of Sec. 3.1. It can be noted that improved OFG method distributes the decoding work during all symbols reception. When the number of received encoded symbols is about 900 , the computation of the improved method saturates due to the encoded symbol of degree-one appears in the triangular step. Since the improved OFG decoding performs both the triangular and back-substitution steps of Gaussian elimination on the fly, a short delay is obtained. Fig. 3 shows the total number of symbol operations and the number of operations after receiving the last required encoded symbol in OFG decoding and the improved one for several numbers of source symbols. We present averages of 100 experiments. It can be noted that the total number of symbol operations of both methods are nearly the same, but after receiving the last required encoded symbol, improved OFG decoding reduce the number of operations evidently (about 15 of OFG decoding). Since the new method performs the back-substitution step on the fly, which can reduce the delay to obtain the decoding results.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced an improved OFG decoding method for LT codes in this paper. This method performs both the triangular and back-substitution steps of Gaussian elimination on the fly, thus distributing the decoding work during all symbols reception and obtaining a short delay.
